The Mathematical Equation for God
Humanity has been given a formula that enables us to understand God, and
understand what is necessary and sufficient for the creation of the Universe.
The terms necessary and sufficient are very important and precise mathematical
terms: something is necessary if it must be true in order for certain conditions to
be met. Something is sufficient if, in and of itself, it defines the structure.
A simple example is a circle, an object familiar to everyone. One necessary
property for a circle to have is enclosed space, but while enclosed space is
necessary, it is not sufficient. A square is also an enclosed space.
What is sufficient to define a circle is the definition: a circle is the collection of all
points equidistant from a center within a plane. This gives us 100% of everything
that is needed to generate a circle.
As it comes to the Self-Existent Being (God), there are many things that are
necessary for such a thing to be, such as no source, no origin, no dependencies,
etc. However, we are interested in much more then that: we want to know who
God is and how we relate to Him. It isn’t enough for us to merely discuss God's
necessities. We are actually looking for is His sufficiency.
What is the sufficient condition for the Self-Existent Being to be able to generate
a Universe? We actually have the formula, and it is:

I + WILL = EXISTENCE
This formula contains everything necessary and sufficient for God to be able to
generate the Universe. So just what do we mean?
Theoretically and for argument’s sake, a rock could have been the ground of all
being. This grand and glorious rock, floating out in the middle of space, could
have been all that there is, was and ever could be.
But a rock floating in space would not be able to generate the Universe, because
the rock is missing two vital elements.
1. “I” hood. This self-existent being must be a person – not in the way we
think of a person (our personhood is limited in terms of time and space),
but a personhood that transcends time, is beyond the confines of space
and is able to become self-directed.

2. Will. The will is perhaps the most unconsidered fact of our lives. The will
shapes all we do and who we are. It is the exertion of will that enables you
to determine if you are going to unconsciously react or consciously
respond. Your will focuses your abilities into action. Your will decides and
defines who and what you are.
God, the ground of all being, has two attributes, and those two attributes alone
are sufficient for generating the Universe.
The first is Self, “I”-ness. Being self-dependent, God has no other dependencies.
There is no “not-I” for God to interact with; God is singular, alone, and He has no
one to talk to and nothing to do. He is self-existent.
The next part is crucial. This “I” has one and only one attribute: will. Within this “I”
lay the potencies and potentialities for all of manifest (and unmanifest) Creation.
The absolute “I” coupled with an absolute will shapes, molds and forms the “I”
into whatever the “I” wills to be.
I will be.
I will be whatever I will to be.
I plus will equals existence.
Ladies and gentlemen, this is the infinite, limitless formula that has generated the
Universe, and God gave all of us this formula as His Holy Name in the Bible at
Exodus 3:14. God’s Name is “I Will Be What I Will Be.”
So, we have the Biblical revelation that God’s Name is “I will be what I will be,”
and we have the logical determination that a self-existent being, the “I”, must only
have one attribute in order to be able to generate a Universe, and that attribute is
will.

I + WILL = BEING
This formula is the foundation for the sum total of human psychology and
development, and all of the thousands of problems and topics we discuss as
human beings. It all boils to one single thing: I + WILL = BEING.
Each and every human being must reclaim “I” hood, and recognize that he
or she is both dependent AND independent of all other human beings. No
one is responsible for you but yourself, and no one can make decisions for
you but yourself. This means that you must learn to exert your own will.
You are the only one who can lose weight. You are the only who can make
you happy. You are the only one who can find your life fulfilled. You can
express this in a thousand different ways, but it all reduces to the same
thing: you will be what you will be. You will be what you will to be.

You now know the formula for the entire Universe, and this formula exists in all
dimensions. This formula is God’s Name, and is the generational sufficiency for
the entire manifest Universe. This formula is also the sum total of your human
existence and the reflection of all human interactions.
The world is the way it is because we want it this way, because if the collective “I”
willed to do so, we could eliminate war. If we willed to do so, we could eliminate
all hunger, pain and suffering. The collective “I” of the social order manifests its’
collective will to create this world as it chooses. Collectively, we spend many
millions EVERY MINUTE on maintaining our instruments of war against each
other and the Earth. If the collective “I” focused our energy and placed it into the
creation of health, conquering diseases and eliminating poverty and suffering, we
could do so in a very short time; perhaps in a matter of months.

I PLUS WILL EQUALS BEING
One final note: notice the fractal nature of this revelation. “I” plus will equals
existence, and that existence becomes your new “I.” I will be what I will be what I
will be what I will be...today’s output becomes your input for tomorrow. What you
eat today becomes your source of energy for tomorrow. Your “I” hood coupled
with the decisions you make as a manifestation of your will becomes your
destiny. This is how the Universe works, and how the Universe works reflects
who God is. “I” plus will equals being.
In shortest form, you can say that the Universe is a fractal equation of the
formula In+1 = In + WILL (see “I Will Be What I Will Be” for more on this)n
For a marvelous, revealing exercise, find a Bible in Word format, easily available
in a web search. Replace the word “God,” “Lord” and “Lord God” with “I will be.”
Read the resulting translation, and you will be astounded by what you see.
For example, Genesis 1:
In the beginning I WILL BE created the heavens and the Earth. And the
spirit of I WILL BE was moving over the face of the waters. And I WILL BE
said, “Let there be light.” And there was light. (literally translated from the
Hebrew, this is “And light HE BECAME.”) And I WILL BE saw that the light
was good and I WILL BE separated the light from the darkness.

